
Use pillowcases in fun 
new ways—ideas inside!

Laundry sack: wet-dyed and stamped 
pillowcase with embroidery hoop 
opening. Basket liner: wet-dyed 
pillowcase embellished with ribbons.

Pillowcase Crafts
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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2. OPEN & SHUT
Coordinating fabric and 
stenciled designs? Check. 
Casing around the top? 
Check. Ribbons for straps? 
Check, check. Hello, 
pillowcase bag worth 
writing home about! 

1. BEDTIME BLUES
For a shibori look with 
minimal effort, try this trick: 
Use a paintbrush to soak 
pillowcase with water, 
dilute fabric ink (Wearable 
Art Dept.) to desired 
intensity, and paint away! 
Tip: Put cardboard inside 
pillowcase before painting 
to prevent bleed-through. 

2.

1.
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THAT’S A WRAP
Regular pillow? No thanks. 
Add your artistic touch to a 
plain pillowcase using fabric 
paint and stencils, and then 
just stuff with fiberfill and tie 
off with ribbons. 

IN THE MIX
Who knew a pillowcase 
could make the perfect 
apron? For the color: wet 
dye. For the shape: two 
half-U’s cut into each side. 
For the finishing touch: 
Embellish with ribbons, 
ruffles and buttons.
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LET’S BE KOI
Or really any type of animal—turn 
a pillowcase into a windsock using 
paint, markers and the inner ring 
from an embroidery hoop for the 
top. Tip: Make acrylic craft paint 
into fabric paint by mixing it with 
textile medium.

PARK IT
Time to add “city planner” 
to your resume. Use felt and 
felt glue to create the town’s 
details on a dyed pillowcase, 
toss some toy cars in the mix, 
and you’re ready to roll. 

Bits of yellow ribbon make 
perfect road lines, while toy 
car “garages” (left) are just 
a folded-up hem and a few 
stitches away. 
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DARLING 
DOODLER
Bring a child’s smock 
to life with colorable 
artwork drawn (or 
traced) with a fabric 
marker. Smock: Cut 
arm and head holes 
in pillowcase, fold 
bottom hem up, and 
sew to make pockets.

Use fabric crayons or 
markers for permanent 
work or washable ones to 
color it again and again.



1. PRETTY PLEATS
The pillowcase dress just got an 
upgrade, and it features pleats, 
a bow and customizable length 
(we cut our pillowcase 12” up 
from the hem). The best part? 
No hemming required!

2. UNDER COVER
Pillowcase + scissors + coat 
hanger = garment bag that 
almost makes itself. Tip: Use 
dye instead of craft paint for 
polka dots in order to keep 
fabric soft and flexible.

3. TOTES THE BEST
Got sewing skills? Put them to 
use to make an eye-catching bag 
using a pillowcase and tons of 
ribbon. Tip: Fusible fleece lining 
sturdies the fabric and makes 
sewing on ribbons easier.

1.

3.

2.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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